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PETRI NET APPROACH OF COLLISION PREVENTION 
SUPERVISOR DESIGN IN PORT TRANSPORT SYSTEM 

ABSTRACT 

Modern port terminals are equipped with various local 
transport systems, which have the main task to transport cargo 
between local storehouses and transport resources (ships, 
trains, trucks) in the fastest and most efficient way, and at the 
lowest possible cost. These local transport systems consist of 
fully automated transport units (AGV- automatic guided vehi
cle) which are controlled by the computer system. The port 
computer system controls the fully automated transport units in 
the way to avoid possible deadlocks and collisions between 
them. However, beside the fully automated local transport 
units, there are human operated transport units (fork-lift 
trucks, cranes etc.) which cross the path oftheAGVfrom time 
to time. The collision of human operated transp011 unit and 
A GV is possible due to human inattention. To solve this prob
lem, it is necesswy to design a supe1vismy control system that 
coordinates and controls both human driven transport unit and 
A G V In other words, the human-machine interactions need to 
be supen·ised. The supen•ising system can be realized in the way 
that the port terminal is divided into zones. Vehicle movements 
are supen•ised by a video system which detects the moving of 
particular l'ehicles as a discrete event. Based on detected events, 
dangerous moving of certain vehicles is blocked by the supe1vis
i11g system. The paper considers the design of collision preven
tion supen•isor by using discrete event dynamic themy. The port 
terminal is modeled by using ordi1za1y Petri nets. The design of 
collision prevention supe1visor is cmTied out by using the P-in
l'ariant method. The verification of the supervisor is done by 
computer simulation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, modern and highly sophisticated com
puter guided local transport vehicles are being used in 
modern port container terminals. These vehicles, 

called AGV (automatic guided vehicles), are autono
mous and fully controlled by the distributed computer 
control system. Part of the computer control system 
which is responsible for lower level of automation is 
on the AGV, and the other part of the system for su
pervisory and scheduling tasks is situated in the main 
port control room. Beside the AGVs, the local trans
port system of the port terminal could also have hu
man operated vehicles (fork-lift trucks, cranes etc.). 
The modern human operated vehicles (HOY) are 
semi-autonomous vehicles because they are partly 
controlled by humans. Thus, in general, both autono
mous and semi-autonomous vehicles may simulta
neously exist in a distributed system, where the former 
are fully controlled by the associated computer con
trollers, and the latter are partially controlled by the 
humans. It is possible that HOY cross the path of the 
AGV from time to time in the specific zones of the 
port terminals. This may lead to the collision of the ve
hicles, so it is necessary to coordinate the movement 
of the vehicles to disable undesired behavior. Vehicle 
movements are supervised by a video system which de
tects the moving of particular vehicles as a discrete 
event. Thus, a human operator at the HOY has to in
teract with computer control of the whole system 
through the computer network. 

This paper proposes a supervisory framework so as 
to prevent abnormal operations being carried out ei
ther by humans or by computers. Figure 1 shows the 
proposed supervisory framework of the whole system. 
The controlled system (controlled process) can be de
scribed as a discrete event dynamic system in which 
movements of AGYs and HOVs generate a set of dis
crete events [1 ]. The visual system detects the move
ment of HOVs. A set of different sensors detects the 
movement of AGVs. The supervisor acquires these 
discrete events and advises the HOY human operator 
and computer system which controls AGV while issu
ing commands. The supervisor allows or disallows cer-
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Figure 1 - Proposed supervisory framework 
for the system 

tain human and computer commands so as to meet the 
requirements. The role of the supervisor is to interact 
with human operator, computer controller, and con
trolled system so that system meets the required speci
fications and to guarantee that undesirable executions 
do not occur. 

This paper deals with the calculating of supervisor 
based on Petri nets. Most existing methods for super
visory design are based on automata models. How
ever, this method often involve exhaustive search of 
overall system behavior and results in a state space ex
plosion problem. PN approach is better, because PN 
modelling has more compact syntactical representa
tion than the automata approach. The proposed su
pervisor is applicable to DES, but it is also applicable 
to the continuous-variable dynamic systems which can 
be viewed as DES at a higher level of abstraction. 

The organization of this paper is as follows: Sec
tion 2 reviews basic concepts of PN, describes nota
tions which are used throughout the paper and also 
describes PN-based system modelling; Section 3 de
scribes PN based supervisor design using P-invariant 
method; A Case study - Collision prevention supervi
sor design in port system is given in the Section 4; 
Finally, Section 5 gives the conclusion. 

2. PN- BASED SYSTEM MODELLING 

A PN is identified as particular kind of bipartite di
rected graph populated by three types of objects: 
places, transitions and directed arcs connecting places 
and transitions. P-T Petri net is a 6-tuple [7]: 

Q= (P, T, I, 0, <1>, m0 ) (1) 

where: 
P = {P1, P2, . .. , Pm} -set of places, 
T= {t 1,t2 , ... ,tn} 

PnT=0, 
I: PxT-+ {0,1} 

- set of transitions, 

- input function, 

0. T x P-+ { 0,1} - output function, 
<I>: (I, 0)-+ {1,2,3, ... } - weight function, 
mo: P-+ {0,1,2, ... } -initial marking vector. 

A simple P-T Petri net with 2 places and 2 transi
tions and its reachability tree are shown in Fig. 2. 
Places and transitions are the nodes of Petri net. 

a) 

t 1 

Figure 2- P-T Petri net a) and its reachability tree b) 

Transition t E T is enabled at marking m(mxl) if 
and only if every input place connected to the transi
tion t has at least one token, which can be denoted as « 
t E Tis enabled if and only if Vp E •t, m(p) > 0 (•t is a 
set of input places to transition t, m(p) denotes num
ber of tokens in place p)». Transition t that meets the 
enabled condition is free to fire. When transition t 
fires, all of its input places lose a number of tokens, 
and all of its output places gain a number of tokens. 
The state of Petri net changes from state m(mxl} to 
state m(mxl} after firing transition t. This fact will be 
denoted as m[t-+ m' which reads «State m' can be 
reached from the state m after firing transition t». The 
state change equation can be expressed in following 
way: 
m'= m+Aq, (2) 
where: 
A= [ai,j lmXn - incidence matrix, 
q = [ q i,j lmXl - firing vector, 

m - number of places in the Petri net, 
n - number of transitions in the Petri net. 

Some important PN properties include boundness 
(no capacity overflow), liveness, conservativeness 
(conservation of no consumable resources), and re
versibility (cyclic behavior). A reach ability tree dis
plays every possible state that can occur in the Petri 
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Figure 3 - Petri net model of cyclic loop of AGV path 

net after firing all transitions [7]. The reachability tree 
of Petri net in Fig. 2a) is shown in Fig. 2b ). From the 
reachability tree it is possible to see the main charac
teristics of Petri net, such as reachability, boundness, 
liveness, conflict, deadlock and reversibility. The con
cept of liveness is closely related to the complete ab
sence of deadlock [4]. A PN is said to be live if, no mat
ter what marking has been reached from the initial 
marking, it is possible to ultimately fire any transition 
of the net by progressing through some further firing 
sequences. A deadlock is the state when no firing in 
the Petri net is possible. 

One of the structural properties of Petri nets i. e. 
properties that depend only on the topological struc
ture of the Petri net and not on the net's initial mark
ing, are the net invariants. Here we are interested in 
place invariants. Place invariants are sets of places 
whose token count remains constant for all possible 
markings. A single invariant is represented by an m
-column vector x(rnxl)• where m is the number of 
places of the Petri net, whose non-zero entries corre
spond to the places that belong to the particular invari
ant and zero everywhere else. A place invariant (P-in
variant) is defined as integer vector x that satisfies 

xTm= xTm 0 (3) 

where: 

m0 - initial marking of Petri net 

m- any subsequent marking of Petri net 
The state m 3 and m2 in Fig 2b) is the deadlock 

state, because there are no arcs from this state to the 
other states. The P-T Petri net is not safe because the 
maximum number of tokens in the places is more than 
one and it is not reversible because it is not possible to 
reach initial state m0 after firing transitions. The net in 
Fig 2 is not live. There are no place invariants in the net. 

2.1 Modelling of AGV and HOV movements by 
using Petri net 

It is possible to model the process of moving AGY 
vehicle by using cyclic Petri net. The predefined AGY 
path is divided into certain sections. Figure 3 shows a 

cyclic loop ofthe AGY path divided in 8 sections mod
elled by the P-T Petri net. Every section of the path is 
associated with one of the places Pl- PS· The place 
becomes marked if AGY enters the section. There are 
2 AGYs in the sections 3 and 8 (places P3 and Ps are 
marked). The capacity of the places is 1 because only 1 
AGY can exist in the particular section, so the net is 
safe. Transitions t 1 - ts denote AGY movement from 
one section to another. The existence of the AGY in 
the particular section can be observed by the sensor 
system. This information is observed by the supervi
sor. Then, the supervisor (which can be modelled by 
added control place c to the Petri net) can allow or dis
allow firing of certain transitions t 1 - ts and thus con
trol the movements of the AGY. All transitions in the 
model are controllable, so that the supervisor can con
trol every transition. 

Modelling of HOY is more complicated. The hu
man behavior can be modelled using the command -
response concept [6]. As shown in Fig 4, each human 
operation is modelled as a task with a start transitions, 
end transitions, progressive place and completed 
place. Transitions drawn with dark symbols are events 
that are controllable by the human operator. Note 
that the start transition is a controllable event as 
"command" input, while the end transition is an un
controllable event as "response" output. The supervi
sor can enable or disable only controllable transition. 

To model the same cyclic path of the HOY as 
shown in Figure 3, every place in Figure 3 must be re
placed by the places and transitions shown in Figure 4. 
Thus, the total number of places and transitions is 32 
(16 places + 16 transitions). Half of the transitions are 
controllable by the supervisor. 

Command start operation Response end operation 

t1 t2 

I ~o ~o ~o 
p1 p2 

in progressive completed 

Figure 4 - Modelling of human behavior using 
the command-response concept 
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3. P-INV ARIANT BASED SUPERVISOR 
SYNTHESIS 

Let the port local transport system (or simple pro
cess) designed by the Petri net be described by process 
incidence matrix A P = [ ai,j lm , xn (m P - the number 
of Petri net places, n- the nuniber of Petri net transi
tions). It is presupposed that all the enabled transi
tions in the process Petri net fire. If certain forbidden 
states M p can occur in the process, the state supervi
sor in the form of Petri net needs to be added [2]. This 
supervisor will prevent the occurrence of the states 
from M p by applying the constraints on the set of all 
reachable states of the process Petri net. The supervi
sor comprises the control places that control the firing 
of the process. Petri net supervisor can be described by 
supervisor incidence matrix A e = [ ai,j lmcxn (me -the 
number of control places). If the supervisor control 
places are added to the process Petri net, a new com
posite Petri net is generated which cannot reach for
bidden states [3]. The composite incidence matrix 
A= [ ai,J l(m +me )xn describes a topology of the com
posite Petr/net, and it can be obtained if the rows of 
supervisor incidence matrix A e are added to the pro
cess incident matrix A P. It can be presented as fol
lows: 

Each supervisor control place defines the con
straints to the set of reachable states of the process 
Petri net. The constraints to the process Petri net can 
be expressed in the form of linear non-equation [8]: 
m 

2)im(pi) ~ (3, 
i=l 

where: 

m( pi)- number of tokens in place pi, 
li, f3- integer constants. 

(4) 

The set of non-equation ( 4) can be transformed 
into matrix equation: 

L·mp +me= b, 

where: 
g e - number of constraints 

L- constraints matrix g e x m P , 

b - vector m e X 1, 

(5) 

m P - marking vector of process Petri net m P x 1, 
me - marking vector of supervisor Petri net m e X 1. 
Note that the number of control places m e must be 

equal to the number of constraints g e, so g e = me. 
?-invariant, defined by relation (3), must satisfy 

the requirements of equation (5) so we can calculate 
supervisor incidence matrix A e and supervisor initial 
marking meo· The whole mathematical procedure for 
the equations (6) and (7) is explained in [5]. 

Ae=L·AP 

meo = b- L· mpo• 
where: 

(7) 

meo - supervisor initial marking, 
m pO - process net initial marking. 

(6) 

The matrix A e and vector meo fully define the con
trol places c and their initial marking, as well as the 
connection between the control place and other places 
of process Petri net. 

The constraints to the process Petri net can also re
fer to the simultaneous occurrence of two or more 
events. Assume that the constraint is of type: 

r 

2AJ ~r-1 
j=l 

(8) 

which indicates that not all transitions ql,qz, . .. ,qr 
can fire simultaneously. The enabling condition of 
Petri net theory suggests that the constraints can be 
transformed into an equivalent constraint by replacing 
each transition with the sum of its input places in the 
left-hand side of inequality (8) and by modifying the 
right-hand side appropriately. The constraint then be-
comes: 

r r 

"'imj(Pt)+mj(Pz)+. .. +mj(Pc)~ "'icJ -1 (9) 
j~ j~ 

where mj(PI)+mj(Pz)+. . .+mj(Pe ) are the input 
places of the transition t J, while c j denotes their num
ber. The transformed constraint does not allow all of 
the input places of all transitions to be marked simul
taneously, so it ensures that not all transitions can fire 
together and it contains only elements of marking vec
tor. 

There are several steps for the design of Petri net 
supervisor: 
1. Design a process Petri net. From the net it is possi

ble to define process incidence matrix 

AP = [ai,j lmPxn 
and mpo -process net initial marking 

2. Define set of constraints of type ( 4) or (8) to the set 
of all reachable markings 

3. Calculate supervisor incidence matrix Ae and meo 
from equations (6) and (7) 

4. Design a composite Petri net from the composite 
incidence matrix 

A=[~:J. 

4. COLLISION PREVENTION SUPERVI
SOR DESIGN- CASE STUDY 

The method of designing collision prevention su
pervisor using Petri net, which is presented in sections 
2 and 3 is shown in the case study example of port local 
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transport system. The Figure 5 shows port tranship
ment system which contains 4 lanes, 2 for the auto
mated guided vehicles and 2 for human operated vehi
cles. Lane AGV1 contains 2 automated guided vehi
cles and connects rail crane Crl with storehouse S1. 
Lane AGV2 also contains 2 automated guided vehi
cles and connects rail crane with container ship crane 
Cr3. Lane MAN1 contains 2 human operated vehicles 
and connects storehouse S2 with another container 
ship crane Cr2. Lane MAN2 contains 2 human oper
ated vehicles and connects storehouse S 2 with the 
storehouseS 4 . Cranes are responsible for loading and 
unloading containers from the rail and container ship 
to the vehicles. The crane Cr1 serves lanes AGV1 and 
AGV2, and these two lanes have to share this crane. 
Crane Cr2 serves lane MAN1, and crane Cr3 serves 
lane AGV2. All storehouses are equipped with auto
matic loading and unloading systems. 

The port system described in Figure 5 contains 4 
dangerous zones: 
Zone 1)- Lanes AGV1 and AGV2 are very close to 

each other, and it is forbidden to have 2 auto
mated guided vehicles simultaneously. 

Zone 2, 3, 4)- Lanes AGV2, MAN1 and MAN2 inter
sect zones 2, 3, 4 and there is a possibility for 
the vehicles collision. To avoid this undesir
able event, only one vehicle may exist in every 
particular zone at a time. 

As mentioned above, vehicle movements are su
pervised by a video system which detects the move
ments of particular vehicles in zones 1-4. A video sys
tem sends status feedback as discrete events to the su
pervisor. Based on detected events, dangerous move
ments of certain vehicles are blocked by the supervis
ing system (see Figure 1). 

Design of Petri net supervisor begins with design
ing of the process Petri net (Petri net in Figure 6 with
out places cl- c5), and defining process incidence ma
trix A = [a i 1· Jm xn and process net initial marking 

p ' p 

m~. . 
Next, it is possible to define a set of constramts of 

type ( 4) for the crossing zones 1-4 to calculate control 
places cl- c5. These constraints define that the maxi
mal number of vehicles within zones 1-4 must not ex
ceed one vehicle. These constraints are as follows: 

Zone 1: m(p3 )+ m(p4)::; 1 (10) 

Zone 2: im(p5)+m(p6 )+m(p7 )+m(pg)::; 1 (11) 

Zone 3: m(p9 )+m(pw )+m(pu)+m(pl2)::; 1 (12) 

Zone 4: m(p13 )+ m(P14 )+m(P15 )+ m(Pl6)::; 1 (13) 
There is another constraint of type (8) which de

fines that it is possible to fire only one of the transi
tions t 1 or t 2 simultaneously (rail crane Crl can serve 
only one of the lanes AGV1 and AGV2 simulta
neously). This fact can be written as constraint (14): 

ql +q2::; 1 (14) 

Rail 

Cr11~~~~A~GV1 B 

~ B 
Zone 2 

B B 
Zone 3 

Container ship 

Figure 5 - Port transshipment transport system 

Using (9) it is possible to convert (14) to: 

m(pJ)+m(p2):;;1 (15) 

From the non-equations (10), (11), (12), (13), (15) 
it is possible to calculate control places c1- c5. Figure 
6 shows process Petri net (all transitions and small 
places) with 5 supervisor control places (big places 
c1 - c5), which together form a fully controlled com
posite Petri net. As shown in Figure 6, all control 
places can block only controllable transitions. Mark
ing of the places indicates position of the vehicles in 
Figure 5. Table 1 describes certain places and transi
tions. All other places p and transitions t describe the 
process of movements of vehicles in the port system. 

5. CONCLUSION 

This paper considers the design of collision pre
vention supervisor by using the discrete event dynamic 
theory and Petri net. The port local transport system 
which contains automatic guided and human operated 
vehicles is analyzed. To prevent a collision, the process 
of vehicle movements must be monitored by a video 
system and supervised by the collision prevention su
pervisor. The article proposes a suitable Petri net 
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Figure 6 - Composite Petri net of port transshipment transport system. 

Table 1 - Description of places and transitions 

I Place&Transition Description Place&Transition Description 

t 1 I t? Crane 1loading or unloading AGV1/AGV2 p-,, P4 States in zone 1 

t,, (4, t~, lfi Loading or unloading vehicles in store 1, 2, 3, 4 Ps. P6· P7 , P8 States in zone 2 

t7, l g Crane 2, 3 loading or unloading MAN1, AGV2 pg, PIO, P11 , P1 2 States in zone 3 

Pl,P?. AGVl, AGV2 are waitin_gfor crane 1 

model of automatic guided vehicles as well as human 
behavior Petri net model for controlling human oper
ated vehicles which uses command - response con
cept. The mathematical framework and the necessary 
steps for generating collision-free Petri net is also 
given. To calculate the supervisor, it is necessary to de
fine the set of constraints for all reachable markings of 
Petri net in the form of inequality. These constraints 
define the set of Petri net forbidden states, which en
ables the calculation of control places using the P-in-

Pl3• Pl4• PIS• Pl6 States in zone 3 

variant method. The calculated control places are con
nected with the Petri net model of port system, and 
form the collision-free Petri net without the set of for
bidden states. The proposed formal method generates 
the maximally permissive supervisor, which blocks a 
vehicles' movement only in the situation of immediate 
danger of collision. The proposed method is simple 
and appropriate for computer implementation and 
can be applied to the complex port transhipment sys
tem. 
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SAZETAK 

PRORACUN NADZORNIKA ZA SPRJECAVANJE 
SUDARA U LUCKOM TRANSPORTNOM SUSTAVU 
POMOCU PETRIJEVIH MREZA 

Suvremeni lucki terminali opremljeni su razlicitim lokal
nim transportnim sustavima kojima je osnovni zadatak izvditi 
prebacivanje tereta izmedu lokalnih skladista i prijevoznih 
sredstava (brodova, vlakova ili kamiona) na §to brii i efikasniji 
naCin uz sto manje troskova. Takvi lokalni transportni sustavi 
se cesto sastoje od potpuno automatiziranih transportnih jedi
nica (primjerice AGV- automatic guided vehicle) kojima 
upravlja racunalni sustav. Racunalni sustav luckog terminala 
brine se o upravljanju takvih potpuno automatiziranih jedinica 
na naCin da ne moie doCi do zastoja ili sudara izmedu njih. 
Medutim, pored potpuno automatiziranih lokalnih transport
nih jedinica, postoje i lokalne prijevozne transportne jedinice 
kojima upravlja covjek (vilicari, dizalice) i koji se ponekad kri
iaju s putanjom kretanja A GV-a. Uslijed nepainje covjeka koji 
upravlja takvim lokalnim transportnim sustavom moie doCi 
do sudara. Da bi se rijesio ovaj problem, potrebno je projektira
ti automatski nadzomi sustav koji koordinira rad covjeka koji 
upravlja lokalnim transportnim vozilom iAGV-a. Drugim rije
cima, potrebno je nadzirati interakciju covjek-stroj (human
-robot interaction). Nadzomi sustav se moie realizirati na 
naCin da se lucki terminal podijeli na odredene zone. Kretanje 
svih vozila motri se video sustavom koji kretanje odredenih 
vozila detektira kao diskretne dogadaje. Nadzomi sustav na 
temelju snimljenih dogadaja odlucuje blokirati odredena opas
na kretanja vozila. U clanku se razmatra naCin proracuna nad-

zomika za sp1jeeavanje sudara primjenom teorije sustava dis
kretnih dogadaja. Lucki terminal je mode/iran pomocu obit 
nih Petrijevih mreia. Proracun nadzomog sustava izvrsen je 
primjenom P-invarijant metode. Verifikacija nadzornog sus
tava izvrsit ce se racunalnom simulacijom. 

KLJUCNE RIJECI 

Petrijeve mrei e, AGV, nadzomik za sprjecavanje sudara, inte
rakcija covjek-stroj 
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